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Localized lunar dark mantle deposits (LDMD) are small, smooth, low-albedo 
units of pyroclastic origin that surround endogenic source craters. These 
deposits are widely scattered across the near-side of the moon and are 
predominately concentrated around the perimeters of the major lunar maria. 
Commonly located in the floors of large hb r i an  and pre-hbrian (or > 3.4 b.y.) 
aged impact structures, these deposits are characteristically small in size (< 80 
km2), are aligned along crater floor fractures and have a non-circular shape. 
Typified by the Alphonsus dark-halo craters, LDMD are smooth, generally 
block-free and have low a~bedoes.'$~ Morphometric analyses of these "haloes " 
have led investigators to suggest an eruption mechanism analogous to that of 
terrestrial vulcanian explosive eruptions1 (in contrast to strombolian or 
continuous eruption styles suggested for regional dark mantle deposits; RDMD). 
In a vulcanian eruption, the accumulation of gas in a capped magma chamber 
leads to explosive decompression and the subsequent emplacement of a 
pyroclastic deposit around an endogenic source crater. 

This current study of LDMD is part of a continuing effort to further establish 
their eruption conditions: i.e., mode of occurence, geologic setting, deposit 
geometry, and composition. The questions recently posed by Lucey et ~ l . , ~  have 
yet to be fully answered and are considered here. These include: 1) Do intra- 
and interdeposit compositional variations exist? 2) Do all localized dark mantle 
deposits have basaltic compositions? And, 3) how do the compositions of 
localized dark mantle deposits compare to those of the larger regional dark 
mantle deposits such as those found in the Taurus-Littrow, Rima Bode, and 
Aristarchus regions? In an effort to address these questions, we have obtained 
near-infrared (0.6 - 2.5 pm) spectra of a variety of LDMD. Among these are the 
Alphonsus dark halo craters, Criiger south flank, Franklin floor deposits, and 
several deposits around Nectaris basin. 

Compositional variations are evident in the spectra obtained for these various 
localized deposits. The dominant feature in these data is the ~ e ~ +  absorption 
band in the 1.0 pm wavelength region. In order to further emphasize the 
differences in the characteristics of this absorption band, a straight line 
continuum was removed from each spectrum. Three spectral groups have been 
discerned on the basis of the depth and shape of the 1.0 pm absorption band. 
Spectra which are considered representative of each group are shown in Figure 
1. 

The 1.0 pm band for Group 1 is centered near 0.93-0.95 pm. This band has a 
depth of 4 - 5 %, and a "checkmark-like" shape. These bands are similar to 
those obtained for mature highland areas; an additional Fe-Ti-rich glass 
component may also be present as suggested by their low albedoes and unusual 
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0.40/0.56 p m  ratios. These deposits are most likely a combination of highlands- 
rich wall rock and glass-rich juvenile material with lesser amounts of basaltic 
cap-rock material. The spectra for pyroclastic deposits east of Mare Nectaris are 
included in Group 1. 

Group 2 spectra are characterized by deep bands (- 7%) that are more 
symmetrical than those of Group 1 and that have centers near 0.96 pm. The 
0.96 pm band indicates the presence of Ca-rich pyroxene. These spectra most 
closely resemble mature mare spectra. Spectrally and geologically, a vulcanian 
eup t i~n  origin is suggested for this group. These deposits appear to be 
dominated by fragmented basaltic plug rock material with much lesser amounts 
of highlands debris and juvenile material present. 

Broad and moderately deep bands (56%) in the 1.0 pm region are 
representative of Group 3 spectra. This band indicates the presence of a 
mixture of olivine and pyroxene in these pyroclastics.4 Some members of this 
group may also contain material rich in olivine, pyroxene and pyroclastic glass. 
Lesser amounts of basaltic plug rock and highlands-rich wall rock may also be 
present. Recently obtained spectra for the dark mantle deposits on the scuth 
flank of Criiger crater and the southeastern floor of Alphonsus are classified as 
Group 3. 
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Figure 1: Spectra considered to 
be representative of each group. 
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